After Another Tragedy, A
Chance For Gun Control In The
U.S.? Don’t Count On It
WASHINGTON – After the most recent mass shooting in Florida,
many believe that “this time” it is different. This time
something will change. I disagree. Meaningful gun control in
America is a fantasy, a mirage. After many decades observing
the political process in Washington DC, I have concluded that
unless both political parties will agree on a far more
restrictive interpretation of the Second Amendment to the US
Constitution, (“the right to bear arms”), and unless the
Courts will support this new course, NOTHING –repeat NOTHING–
will happen, when it comes to serious (as opposed to merely
cosmetic) proposed gun control legislation. And, given the
sharp political divide separating the two parties, the chances
of such a new bipartisan agreement being forged are
practically zero.
Tired script
After every new tragic mass shooting there a predictable,
totally scripted, ritualised kabuki dance featuring prominent
Democrats posturing and grandstanding against the gun lobby
and their agents in Congress. With the appropriate gravitas,
they accuse the Republicans of being in the pockets of the
National Rifle Association, NRA, the powerful association of
gun owners and pro-gun people in general. And then, what?
Well, then nothing. After a few days, the whole thing goes
away. EVERY SINGLE TIME.
The sacred Second Amendment
Sadly, over many decades, tens of millions of Americans have
acquired a distorted (in my view) notion of what “the right to
bear arms” granted by the U.S. Constitution means. If we go

back in history, it seems that what the Founders meant was the
right of local communities to raise armed militias, so that
they could defend themselves against a government that had
turned tyrannical.
However, overtime, the current interpretation of the Second
Amendment to the Constitution –unrestricted gun ownership,
including large collections of military hardware– developed
and then acquired the status of a theological mandate. It is
bizarre; but it is so.
Nothing moves the needle
Extremely powerful opponents of this state of affairs,
including former NYC Mayor and multi billionaire Michael
Bloomberg, have poured rivers of money into the noble effort
of trying to change the national conversation on gun ownership
rights in the USA. Results? ZERO.
Daunting task
May be someone else will come up with a better idea. However,
looking at the entrenched positions, and in particular at the
semi religious attitude about gun ownership shared by millions
of Americans, combined with the tens of millions of guns
legally purchased and legally owned in this country, I am not
optimistic about any chances for REAL change.
Sadly, the horror caused by yet another avoidable tragedy
quickly subsides; and it is back to business as usual.

